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Left Lives in Twentieth Century Ireland Volume 4 – Women,  
edited by Mags O’Brien 

 
 

‘The spoils just never seemed to reach us.’ 
Lyra McKee, 2016 

 
 
The past eighteen months have been a challenge for all of us.  But for a small, 
independent, publisher it could have been fatal.  Yet, Umiskin Press has not only 
weathered the storm but published some important labour history as well.  It included 
an acclaimed biography of teacher and socialist activist Brendan Scott, as well as a 
short booklet on the Irish munitions embargo of 1920.  Perhaps most importantly two 
further volumes were published in the ground-breaking series, Left Lives in 
Twentieth Century Ireland: volume 3 on Irish Communist lives was published in April 
2020 and now a vital fourth volume on Irish women, edited by Mags O’Brien (LL4).  
This latest volume reveals that ‘left lives’ covers more than just the labour and 
socialist movements but includes feminists and other social activists.  It also has a 
decidedly contemporary feel as seven of the ten essays focus on women who are 
either still with us or only recently passed.  Importantly, the lives of two journalists 
are explored: one seasoned, Mary Maher, and one a young, celebrated reporter 
whose promising life was cut short in 2019 by a terrorist bullet, Lyra McKee.   
 
At least three key themes can be discerned in the collection: the lives explored are 
generally of lesser known or less celebrated activists, an aim that runs through all 
four volumes in the series; the ten essays reflect the growth of feminism in Ireland 
and the many, often institutionalised, obstacles that women faced; and, as the editor 
herself puts it, ‘the theme that really runs through the book and is mentioned in many 
different guises is that of equality’ (page vii).  An essential ethos has also been to 
highlight the important place of women in the Irish labour movement history, as well 
as in political life more generally.  Here, it must be said that the Irish Labour History 
Society (ILHS), and associated with it Umiskin Press, have long been conscious of 
the need to highlight the role of women in the development of the labour movement 
and the struggles for equality across Ireland.  In 2011 the Society’s journal Saothar 
(issue 36), devoted a special issue to women.  It was edited by Mary Clancy and 
John Cunningham.  It included papers from a conference held the previous year, 
organised by the ILHS and the Women’s History Association, entitled ‘Bread and 
Roses: Irishwomen, class and working lives.’  As the editors noted, and this is clearly 
reflected a decade later in LL4, it reminds us ‘of how historians of women, gender 
and labour have shared interests, not least in analysing power, discrimination and 
poverty.’ (Saothar 36, page 3). 
 
Historians author the past as history.  We select our subjects based on personal 
interests, assign to the materials a certain weight or relevance, and build stories.  
This may be even more the case with biography, where we assess the life of another 
person.  The celebrated British literary biographer Richard Holmes, described it as 
‘that mysterious endless question: What was this human life really like, and what 
does it mean to us now?’ Some subjects appear to select themselves because of 
their seeming prominence, though even then they can slip out of fashion.  Others 
might appear to be plucked out of obscurity.  Political biography is particularly 
problematic.  For the British historian Ben Pimlot (1945-2004), the future of political 
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biography depended on selecting and studying these less obvious, second string 
actors as he called them.  Placing those people firmly in their milieux, he argued, 
would reveal more about the political process and change.  This volume on women 
appears to do exactly that. 
 
Not all the women in the volume, however, have been plucked from obscurity.  
Monica McWilliams is unquestionably a public figure with an international reputation, 
as Margaret Ward’s excellent essay reveals.  In 2019, McWilliams was also the 
subject of BBC radio’s prestigious ‘Desert Island Discs’ series and gave a compelling 
account of her life and beliefs.  The essay could also be described as a collaboration 
between author and subject as Ward acknowledges at the end of her essay.  
Margaret Skinnider has also been a prominent figure at times, particularly in Irish 
revolutionary narratives.  It has been Mary McAuliffe’s quest to rescue her from this 
silo and to present her as a broader activist in her essay but and more extensively in 
her biography which preceded it in 2020.  There McAuliffe argues that ‘she was 
prominent in all the organisations she joined, yet her place in history was, and 
continues in many ways to be, marginal’.  Thus, in the essay, McAuliffe not 
surprisingly focuses on her feminist and trade union activism rather than her 
important role as a combatant in the Easter Rising and the Irish Civil War.  In that 
respect, the Irish Times in 2018 included Skinnider in an article on ’25 fearless 
women who helped shape today’s Ireland.’  That represents some prominence. 
Finally, the journalist Mary Maher would have been widely known and, as Séamus 
Dooley asserts in his essay on her, she left an ‘indelible mark on Irish journalism’ 
(page 79).   
 
For the most part, however, the other women in the volume share varying degrees 
recognition down to obscurity for some in the view of their biographers.  Most appear 
to have been included because they were known to the author in some way, either 
through others or personally.  Dympna Harper is a good example of the latter as she 
was Treasurer of the ILHS when her biographer Charles Callan was its Secretary.  A 
number were also afforded, sometimes substantive obituaries in Saothar.  For 
example, as well as Dympna herself (2019), they included Evelyn Owens (2011), 
Paídrigín Ní Mhurchύ (2020) and Mary O’Brien (2021). 
 
Whether the women in the volume were prominent in some way, largely forgotten or 
overlooked, or indeed whether biographical essays already existed on them, a 
strength of LL4 is that it brings them together in one place as a collective biography 
revealing that they were not alone and sometimes working in the same 
organisations.  For example, the short-lived but influential Irish Women’s Liberation 
Movement of the 1970s (Máirín Johnston was a prominent founding member as was 
Mary Maher).  Crucially, whatever the reasons for their selection, each of the women 
in the book can be seen as representing the lives of thousands of other women who 
have fought, and continue to fight, for equality in Ireland.  This is particularly the case 
because of the different backgrounds and routes each of them took.  Some of the 
essays also beg the question of whether their subjects would benefit from a fuller 
biography. For example, Helen Chenevix.  But all of the women continue to inspire 
and offer role models.  Mags O’Brien’s moving essay on Máirín Johnston, powerfully 
tells the story of her emergence from impoverished working class beginnings, but 
‘still a proud child of the Rebel Liberties, who could still be seen at nearly ninety 
years of age on marches and left-wing book launches.  Evelyn Owen’s life, on the 
other hand, began in very different circumstances as the daughter of a senior civil 
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servant, but chose not to follow a safe pathway but instead to become a trade union 
and political activist where, as Mags O’Brien again says, she could ‘hold her own in 
the male dominated worlds of trade unionism and politics where there were many 
obstacles to women’s participation in public life’ (page 28).  
 
Read together the essays collectively chart and highlight the multiple barriers in Irish 
social to equal treatment and opportunities for women.  They paint a picture of a 
misogynistic hegemony which persisted in the institutions of the Irish state, the 
church and even the labour movement.  As Senia Pašeta concluded in her 2013 
study of nationalist women: the misogyny ‘was given strength by successive 
governments, senior bureaucrats and the Catholic Church, and equality remained 
elusive’.  It is perhaps fitting, therefore, that the final essay tells the story of the short 
life of Lyra McKee.  Kathryn Johnston vividly shows it to be a life of considerable 
promise but tragically cut short.  But it is an important final chapter to the book 
because it reminds us that the torch carried by Helen Chenevix and Margaret 
Skinnider has been taken up by a younger generation of women who remain just as 
committed and courageous.  Lyra McKee is emblematic of those young women.  Her 
words that head this review could well serve to reflect the cries of Irish women since 
the 1916 Proclamation. 
 
Irish Left Lives Volume Four is an essential contribution to a growing catalogue of 
Irish feminist and labour history scholarship.  It is a powerful testament to the 
courage and tenacity of a continuing stream of determined Irish women.  Mags 
O’Brien is one of them and deserves our thanks for the immense effort she made 
getting the book to press.  Not only did she edit the volume but she also contributed 
three of the essays.  Thanks also to John P. Swift for compiling its invaluable index.  
Special mention must go, however, to Francis Devine.  He has not only co-edited 
two of the four volumes in the Irish Left Lives series but contributed essays to all of 
them, including his important reflections on the life of Mary O’Brien in this one.  His 
description of her as ‘unassuming, underestimated and unequivocal’ could also apply 
to women in the book.  Another volume on women, which Umiskin Principal Jack 
McGinley hints at in his introduction to the collection, would be well merited.  But 
perhaps the last word should be left to the books editor, Mags O’Brien: 
 

‘The women remembered here knew that their fight was in the present, 
not in some idealised future’ (page viii). 
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